Collaborative filtering techniques rely on aggregated user preference data to make personalized predictions. In many cases, users are reluctant to explicitly express their preferences and many recommender systems have to infer them from implicit user behaviors, such as clicking a link in a webpage or playing a music track. The clicks and the plays are good for indicating the items a user liked (i.e., positive training examples), but the items a user did not like (negative training examples) are not directly observed. Previous approaches either randomly pick negative training samples from unseen items or incorporate some heuristics into the learning model, leading to a biased solution and a prolonged training period. In this paper, we propose to dynamically choose negative training samples from the ranked list produced by the current prediction model and iteratively update our model. The experiments conducted on three large-scale datasets show that our approach not only reduces the training time, but also leads to significant performance gains.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have been widely used in various Internet services. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most widely used techniques for recommender systems. It leverages the user-item preference (or rating) patterns derived from a large amount of historic data to make the recommendation. Different recommendation scenarios could result in different CF models. Top-N recommendation is Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. one of the most common scenarios, where it delivers a top-N ranked list of the most relevant items to the user for each recommendation interaction. Thus the goal of top-N CF modelling is to produce an optimal item rank function given a user profile [2] . As the rankings of the top items are more important than lower ones, which is consistent with the users' top-down browsing behaviors, similar to the Learning to Rank problem in text retrieval, rank biased performance evaluation measures, such as NDCG and MAP, have been used to evaluate the performance of top-N recommendation.
However, there is a significant difference between CF and text retrieval. There has been a large body of research on ranking-oriented CF. Most solutions rely on pair-wise comparison. Generally speaking, pair-wise CF approaches first sample some positive-negative item pairs for each user, and then train the model parameters with the target of correctly identifying the positive/negative item in each pair [5] . Different from the Learning to Rank problem in text retrieval, where a candidate set of documents has been given by the retrieval module, for ranking-oriented CF on implicit user feedback there are always a huge number of unobserved items (which the target user has not rated or clicked) to be considered. Thus there is a significant need for sampling negative items from the unseen samples in the collection 1 . For example, for each item with positive feedback, a number (usually between 1 and 5) of the unobserved items are randomly sampled to act as the negative ones in the training data of the pair-wise ranking model. In addition to the pair-wise CF approaches, the list-wise approaches inspired by Learning to Rank techniques for text retrieval have also been introduced (e.g., [8] ). However, due to their difficulty in modeling the inter-list loss and inefficiency on large scale datasets, list-wise CF approaches are not widely used compared to pair-wise in ranking-oriented CF. In this paper, we focus on pair-wise CF approaches using implicit feedback data.
A popular pair-wise CF algorithms is Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [5] . BPR uniformly samples negative items for each positive item and optimizes the AUC measure, which is, unfortunately, not a rank biased performance measure. Therefore, BPR does not distinguish the ranking performance between the items ranked 1st and 1000th. However, as discussed above, the rank biased performance measures such as NDCG and MAP are more suitable as top-N recommendation evaluation measures. Therefore, if we want to optimize such measures, BPR actually performs biased training. One intuitive solution to such problem might be adding a learning weight for each pair. However, we argue that such approach is almost useless because randomly picking negative training items among such a huge unobserved item set will make most pairs uniformly low weight.
In this paper, we propose dynamic negative item sampling strategies to optimize the rank biased performance measures for top-N CF tasks. We hypothesize that during the training, any unobserved item should not be ranked higher than any observed positive training items because 1) given the fact that the large amount of unseen items in the collection are negative, it is unlikely that an unobserved yet positive item is to be selected from a sampling procedure; and 2) even if it is a positive item, it should not be ranked higher than the known positive ones, as long as it is ranked higher than other unobserved items. Based on our hypothesis, we develop our sampling strategies. Through experiments conducted on three well-known large-scale CF datasets (Netflix, Yahoo! Music, and Last.fm), we discover that choosing unseen items with high ranking score given by the current training model as negative samples will not only significantly improve the rank biased performance measures (effectiveness), but also accelerate the model convergence (efficiency).
PRELIMINARIES
To make this paper self-contained, we first have a brief review on the BPR model and LambdaRank [1] before we present the dynamic negative item sampling strategies in Section 3. First we start from BPR [5] . A basic latent factor model is stated in Eq. (1).
As a pair-wise ranking approach, BPR takes each item pair as its training case for each user. The (implicit feedback) training data for user u can be formalized as
where I represents the whole item set and Iu represents the set of items that user u has given positive feedback. The cost on each item pair i, j u is defined using area under ROC curve (AUC) as
where zu is the normalization term and loss function δ(rui − ruj) can be normally implemented as logistic loss 2 , which is always explained as the inverse probability of ranking item i higher than j.
The factor in SGD update rule for each parameter w is written as
where ∂r ui ∂w belongs to the latent factor model parameter updating, and λij can be regarded as the learning weight for this pair. Just like the ranking performance optimization in IR tasks, we can borrow the idea of LambdaRank [1] optimize the rank biased performance measures in top-N CF tasks. We formulate a LambdaRank weight function as f (λij , ζu), where ζu is the current item ranking list for user u. Thus
where f (λij , ζu) assigns a learning weight on each BPR pair i, j u based on the current item ranking list ζu. By defining different f (λij , ζu), we can obtain different goals in various item recommendation tasks. In IR tasks with NDCG as target, f (λij , ζu) can be defined as (in [1] )
where ΔNDCGij is the absolute changed NDCG value for the ranking list ζu if item i and j get switched. This implementation is reasonable in IR but unfortunately impractical in top-N CF tasks. The reason is that to calculate ΔNDCGij of different item pairs, the system needs to rank all the items. In IR tasks, the candidate documents returned by the retrieval model have been limited to a small size (e.g, 1,000). However, in top-N CF tasks, since there is no query at all, all the unobserved items can be regarded as candidates. Thus the ranking list is always large in size (e.g., 624,961 for Yahoo! Music), which makes the ranking process and the calculation of f (λij , ζu) very time-consuming.
DYNAMIC NEGATIVE ITEM SAMPLING
To solve this problem, we propose a series of negative item sampling strategies. Suppose we have an ideal LambdaRank weight function f (λij , ζu) for each possible training item pair i, j u given the current item ranking list ζu, the main idea is if we have a scheme that generates the training item pair i, j u with the probability proportional to f (λij , ζu)/λij (just like ΔNDCGij in the case of Eq. (6)), then we have an almost equivalent training model. Figure 1 gives an example of which item pair should have a higher weight. As a general result, the item pairs whose negative item has a higher ranking should be sampled with higher probability. It satisfies regardless of the ranking of the positive item. This is intuitively correct because the higher ranked negative items hurt the ranking performance of the current model more than the lower ranked ones; Even if such unobserved item is a relevant one, ranking it lower than observed positive items is still reasonable. Thus more training effort should be paid on such pairs. However, an efficiency problem arises as we have to rank all unobserved items. Here we propose a ranking-aware reject sampling algorithm to solve the ranking efficiency problem. We need to draw a sample from the unobserved item set I\Iu, and the probability of picking the item j as the negative item satisfies
Rank-aware Reject Sampling Strategies
where g(xj) is a sampling weight function, and xj ∈ [0, 1] is the relative ranking position of item j in the unobserved item list. Here xj = 0 means ranking at the top and xj = 1 means ranking at the tail. In addition, we suppose that the items are ranked via the scores from a scoring function s(j). Now the goal is to efficiently pick the items at higher rank (with lower xj) with higher probability.
Linear Weighting Function
We first design the reject sampling procedure in Algorithm 1. Then the probability of item j to be sampled satisfies
We can find the sampling probability is a linear function to the relative ranking position. Furthermore, the time complexity is O(1), much lower than the brute-force version, which requires O(|I\Iu|) computation time.
General Polynomial Weighting Function
We can generalize the sampling weight function to ndegree polynomial ones with n + 1 samples to be drawn, as shown in Algorithm 2. Then the probability of item j to be sampled satisfies
which is a polynomial function with degree of n. In particular, setting all β k = 0, we can get a scheme that picks the top from n + 1 randomly selected items, which is O(n + 1) time complexity. Figure 2 gives several examples of sampling weight functions. 
Relationship with Other Approaches
Due to the page limit, we will not give a general discussion of related works in this paper, but focus on the relationship between our approach and other related ones. So far, we have proposed the dynamic negative item sampling strategies to efficiently optimize the rank biased performance measures for top-N CF tasks. This is essentially different from most ranking-oriented CF algorithms [6, 7, 9] where firstly the target ranking function is somehow smoothed and then a pair-wise or list-wise learning method is performed. Our framework is adaptive to different ranking measures, just by defining different negative item sampling strategies. Compared with LambdaRank [1] in IR tasks, we point out the impractical computation cost problem in top-N CF tasks, which makes clear that the dynamic negative item sampling strategy is a key contribution of this work. Among CF works, there are also some negative item sampling considerations but they focus on different performance measures in other CF tasks, such as RMSE in one-class CF [4] and serendipity in music/movie recommendation [3] . In addition, none of these works involves dynamic negative item sampling strategies.
EXPERIMENTS

Experiment Setup
We conduct our experiment on three widely used largescale CF datasets: Netflix, Yahoo! Music, and Last.fm. Details of these three datasets are shown in Table 1 . Following the experiment setting of [3] , we pick the 5-star ratings for Netflix and 80 or higher ratings for Yahoo! Music as positive feedbacks, and Last.fm itself is an implicit feedback dataset. For training and test data splitting, we follow [3] to use the original splitting on Netflix and Yahoo! Music; and we follow [10] to give a 4:1 random splitting on Last.fm.
For comparison, since BPR is a strong baseline and we mainly focus on the impact of dynamic negative item sampling in this paper, here we only compare our approaches with BPR. Both BPR and our approach (denoted as DNS) are built based on SVD as in Eq. (1) . Following [3, 10] , the factor number of SVD is set to 100. Similar experimental [2] , and MAP [6] , all of which are rank biased performance measures. Due to the page limit, we will not give the detailed formulae of these measures.
Results and Discussion
Overall Ranking Performance
First we provide the overall performance of the compared approaches on the three datasets, shown in Table 2 . Here the performance of DNS is equipped with the optimal sampling strategy. From the result we can see the significant improvements brought from our approach on almost all the measures and datasets, which shows the effectiveness and robustness of our approach.
Furthermore, among the three datasets, the improvement on Yahoo! Music is the most significant and the one on Last.fm is the least. Actually, from the experiment we find the fact that BPR's recommendation is somehow similar with popularity-based recommendation since it performs the uniform negative item sampling and optimizes AUC. This is because the more popular an item is, the more times it acts as positive sample in the pair-wise training. Therefore, DNS is expected to lead larger improvements on the datasets which are more long tailed 3 . From the analysis on these datasets [3] , we can see Yahoo! Music is actually the most long tailed and Last.fm is the least, which is consistent with our claim.
In addition, we also investigate the ranking performance (NDCG@N ) against the polynomial degree of sampling weight function in Figure 3 . Here for each polynomial degree, we only consider the function with all β k = 0 because the non-zero β k cases act similarly with the considered ones. From the result we can see that the polynomial degree has different improvement trend on different datasets. By tuning the polynomial degree of sampling weight function we can empirically find the optimal sampling strategy.
Convergency and Efficiency
From the time complexity analysis in Section 3.1.2, we know that the time complexity is linear with respect to the polynomial degree of the sampling weight function. However, this fact does not mean the higher-degree sampling weight function is necessarily more inefficient, because it can requires fewer training rounds to get the model converged.
In Figure 4 , we compare the performance convergence of 3 The popularity-based recommendation generally works worse on more long tailed datasets. BPR and DNS with different polynomial degrees against the real training time on Netflix. From the result we can see that within the same training time, DNS with the higher polynomial degree has a higher NDCG@5 performance, and DNS has a faster convergency, which indicates that our approach also has improvement on efficiency.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed the dynamic negative item sampling strategies to optimize the rank biased performance measures for top-N CF tasks. Experimental results on three well-known large-scale CF datasets verify the effectiveness and efficiency improvement of our approach. In the future work, we plan to leverage the dynamic negative item sampling approaches to optimize other measures in recommender systems such as item serendipity and freshness.
